This paper presents, for the first time, a collection of nearly fifty orally transmitted Tamil riddles from Jaffna, Sri Lanka, with English translation. It also provides comparative material from Tamil Nadu, India, drawn from S. V. S u b r a m a n i a n 's comprehensive T a m ilil v itu k a ta ik a l (1980) and gives references to Archer T a y l o r 's c la s s ific a to ry w o r k English Riddles fro m O r a l T radition (1951).
nal eluttil vitukatai out ahum anta nal eluttil mutpdti ltamr' enr am an nal eluttil pitpati 'caritam， dkum navil munrum onrum urin lceyyuV dm an nal eluttil miin{tu) irantu ^vitamt-y dkum nannum onrum irum urin dm an nal eluttil ay moU-y atu tan enne? naviluti ni vitukataiyai nank arinte! vitukatai.
( S u b r a m a n i a n 1980, 222; no_ 1644)
Out of four syllables a riddle is formed the first half of these four syllables means "to leave， ， ' the last half of these four syllables means "story， " but if the third and the first syllable of the said (word) are joined, it means "poetry"； the third and the second of these four syllables mean "poison"； if the first and the last syllable are joined, it means "seed." What exactly is the word consisting of these four syllables? After having well understood the riddle, explain it! The riddle.1 I n t r o d u c t io n I N the words of Charles Francis P o t t e r , folklore " is a lively fossil which refuses to die. It is a precipitate of the scientific and cultural lag of centuries and millenia of human experience. . . . [In] a sense, folklore is how we used to do it and wish we could now. Hence, folk lore is always the delight of children because it is the poetic wisdom of the childhood of the race. It is also the pleasure of the old who are wise enough to renew their youth by rebaptism in the eternal simplic ities in completing the circle of life" (1972, 401) .
Among the many manifestations of folklore, riddles have long been the object of scholarly attention, and it is commonly agreed that they " rank with myths, fables, folktales, and proverbs as one of the earliest and most widespread types of formulated thought， ' (Potter 1972, 938) .
From the olden times, as an early exercise of the primitive mind in its adjustment to the world about it, comes the riddle.. . . The fresher the vision, when the world was young, so much keener was the in terest in the phenomena of nature, in the phenomena of life, and in the simple institutions which surrounded man. All harmonies and fitnesses, all discrepancies and inconsistencies attract the notice of children and the childlike man. Hence children love riddles; hence savages and primitive people put them. All folklore is full of them. They are the mystery and at the same time the rational ism of the juvenile mind. As civilization advances they still sustain life, but they grow more complicated, more conscious and ex acting, as the simpler relations become commonplace, and interest in them fades and wears off. ( P o t t e r 1972, 939, citing Maurice Bloomfield) [Riddles] are essentially metaphors, and metaphors are the result of the primary mental processes of association, comparison, and the perception of likeness and differences.. . . Possibly confirmatory of their antiquity, too, is the ubiquitous element of humor and wit. The essence of the ludicrous is the unexpected, so the laughter of primitive and simple-minded men and of little children is easily ex cited by the sudden discovery of similarity in two objects which a person would not ordinarily expect to resemble each other. Sophis ticated persons and those of orthodox mind, whether that ortho doxy be of religion, social custom, or materialistic science, seldom appreciate or even understand riddles. (P otte r 1972， 938).
Evidently I do not belong to either of the above-mentioned catego ries of people, for, from my very early childhood onwards, riddles have never ceased to fascinate me. Thus it is small wonder that, in the course of carrying out linguistic and anthropological fieldwork among various tribal communities (the Alu Kurumbas, Palu Kurumbas, Mudugas, Bettu Kurumbas, and Paniyas) in the Nilgiri Hills of South India in 1974-76 and 1981-82, I was particularly eager to collect as many riddles as my informants could provide. This endeavor resulted in four fairly repre sentative riddle collections of varying sizes: Alu Kurumba, 83; Palu Kurumba, 2 1 ; Bettu Kurumba, 4 1 ; and Paniya, 44. Three of these col lections have been published and the fourth is in preparation ( Kapp 1978 Kapp , 1984， 1987 .
During my stays in Tamil Nadu, however, I did not restrict my riddle collecting to the above communities but also spent some time rec ording those of the Tamils. Since that time I have attempted to enlarge my collection of Tamil riddles through correspondence with Tamil speaking friends in Germany and Tamil Nadu, and now have over four hundred items. I am now in the process of preparing an edition of these riddles, with translation and commentary. This collection incorporates a number of Jaffna Tamil riddles, fifty in all, which I was able to obtain, through the kind mediation of N. Rajanayagam, from four Sri Lankan Tamils living in the Heidelberg area: J. Shanthakumary and Santhira Segara Pillaiyar Kovilady from Nallur, North Jaffna; and A. V. Jayavirasinkam and his sister, A. V. Thaneswary from Karaveddy, West Karaveddy.
The main aim of this paper is to present these fifty riddles, with comparative material subjoined in cases where parallel or related riddles are found in S. V. S u b r a m a n ia n 's comprehensive Tamil riddle collection TamiUl vitukataikal (1980; hereafter abbreviated as TVK), which com prises 2,504 riddles in all, and Archer T aylor's fundamental classifica tory work English Riddles from Oral Tradition (1951; hereafter EROT).
T aylor, who leaves the answers to the riddles out of account " except for subsidiary purposes,M classifies his riddles according to the following method:
[The] fundamental conception underlying the enigmatical compari son determines the place of the riddle. The main subdivisions or chapters in this collection are descriptions of ( 1 ) something living, (2) an animal，(3) several animals, (4) a person, (5) several persons, (6) a plant, (7) a thing. In these varieties of the true riddle an ob ject is equated to something entirely different from itself, and this latter thing forms the basis of the classification. (1951，3-4) Since the number of riddles in the collection below is, in my opinion, too small to warrant a classificatory system as detailed as Taylor's，I have decided upon a more lucid arrangement in which the riddles are classified according to their answers, under the topics of "nature" (riddles 1 and 2)， " plants, including plant products" (riddles 3-13) ， " animals，including animal products" (riddles 1キ*27)，" man" (riddles 28-31)，and "things" (riddles 32-50). However, as a brief synopsis concentrating on the main subdivisions (with some modifications), I offer below a classification of the present riddle collection according to Taylor's method. This synopsis indicates that Jaffna riddles (at least to the extent that we can tell from this collection) tend to favor " comparisons of a thing/things to a person/persons" (2. 2.) and " comparisons of a thing/things to a thing/ things'，(5. 2). Checking the T V K for parallels to the riddles in the collection be low yielded the following interesting results. The T V K includes 1 ) corresponding riddles with identical wording: three riddles; 2) parallel riddles with nearly identical wording or identical word ing in part: fourteen riddles; 3) parallel riddles with similar wording: six riddles; 4) related riddles with different wording but corresponding con tents : seven riddles; 5) no parallels: twenty (!) riddles (4，5，6，9，18，23, 28, 30, 32，33，
35，36，40，42，43，44，45，48, 49，50).
These results, in particular that listed under 5), were unexpected and therefore surprising, indicating that of the wealth of Tamil riddles only a (modest) fraction has thus far been recorded and documented. Students of Tamil folklore should be encouraged by this to continue in their efforts to record orally transmitted riddles in all Tamil-speaking areas, and should not rest content with the available riddle collections.
In conclusion, at least three general characteristics of the present riddle collection may be mentioned:
1 ) The existence of riddles dealing with the phenomena of the modern world, such as 4 1 (electric current), 44 (diary), 46 (bicycle), and 47 and 48 (postbox), which demonstrates that riddling is still in vogue among the Tamils and by no means dying o u t; 2) The frequent occurrence of the alliteration and initial rhyme so typical of Tamil 
2) ikku tkku netum tkku, enna enna ennu-p-patatu, atu enna? (ik k u~trk k u ; ennu-p-patatu -enna-p-patatu)
Ribs of palm leaves, ribs of palm leaves, long ribs of palm leaves; while you count and count, (you find that) they cannot be counted. W hat is it? atu malaL The rain.
* Compare TVK 390 (answer identical): 390. ikki ikki netum tkki. {ikki= irkku) P l a n t s , I n c l u d i n g P l a n t P 
veliyai-c curri niliya-p pampu. atu enna?
Round about a fence a dark snake. What is it? atu arainan-kayitu. The cord to which the loincloth is attached. * EROT 1342. Round As a Hoop, Long As a Snake (553-54, 835).
23) kdttukkul kari-c-catti muti-y-irukku. atu enna? (kart--kari-; -irukku--irukkum)
In the forest, a smutty pot is covered by a lid. 
